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Aim

To set out the strategic context for 
develoments in libraries
in order to
Inform the review, planning and utilisation 
of space



Scope

Activities

learning and teaching
research and consultancy

Projects

new build
extensions, refurbishment
reorganisation



Key issues



Challenges for universities

more students and 
more diversity
competition in higher 
education ‘market’
financial pressure
employers’ 
expectations
quality and 
accountability



Top concerns of Library Directors

From SCONUL survey 2004

compliance issues
developments in electronic environment
financial management, pressure on spending
reconfiguration of sector
institutional management issues
staffing 
capacity and configuration of space



Demand for higher education

Individuals
personal aspirations
financial benefit

Employers
demand for skilled employees
global competition

Government
skills underpin knowledge economy
50% participation target in UK



Lisbon target

Agreement made in March 2000 among the EU 
Heads of States and Governments to make the 
European Union 

‘the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-
driven economy by 2010’. 



The higher education funding gap

GAP
Funding

+2%
Costs
+ 4%



Global competition

Provision in new 
economies
International 
recruitment patterns
Universitas 21
Overseas campuses
Distance learning



Additional funding from student fees

University priorities for expenditure

Bursaries and grants
Staff salaries
Investment in facilities

Student priorities for expenditure

Libraries
Campus security
….. Staff salaries 



Quality and accountability







Technological developments



The Sony Reader

“Will Reader do 
for books what 
iPod did for 
music?”

Times, 4 February 2006, p 64.
Courtesy of Goodman Media               

International





Community tools

Blogs
Wikis
Discussion forums
Instant messaging
Newsfeeds



“Perhaps eventually we will face a world where
reading and qriting will be almost obsolete.   If all
facts are available to everyone, what will be the 
need to learn?”

Baroness Greenfield, 2005.



Learning and teaching



Changes in student expectations

Students behaving as 
consumers
The need to actively engage 
students in learning
The demand for flexibility in 
when and where people 
study
New generations of students 
and their use of technology 
and multimedia
The learning needs of each 
individual



A distinctive style of learning?

The focus on the learning experience of the 
student is a key feature of British education.  It 
nutures the critical and creative skills which 
underpin the UK’s most successful industries.  
Books and other information resources play a 
key role in this educational model, and this 
places libraries at the heart of the learning 
process.



A learning and teaching model



Traditional teaching model



Independent learning model



Learning and teaching developments

Some key questions for universities:

How do we encourage staff to innovate and 
adopt best practice?
How do we ensure that we draw on the expertise 
of all our staff?
What support should be organised centrally and 
what should be provided in faculties?
How can we meet staff and student requirements 
effectively and efficiently?



Virtual learning environments





The virtual learning environment

“ The aim is to create an electronic 
environment which replicates all the facilities 
of the real environment...
...allowing students to move seamlessly 
between the two...in a way which meets their 
own needs.”



Course information
Enrolment
Fees payment
Learning materials
Information resources
Interaction with staff
Contact with students
Assignments
Assessment
Feedback
Certification

The eCampus





Research



Research trends

highly competitive
differences between disciplines
evidence-based work
multi and cross disciplinary projects
eResearch
shifts in professional boundaries
links with teaching, innovation



An enhanced role for librarians

Given the increasing importance of evidence –
drawn from a range of inter-disciplinary and 
digital sources which require specialist searching 
and curation skills – it is time for the information 
professional to take their place as a full member 
of the research team.



Libraries and research

Current developments

Training programmes for researchers
Research Information Network
SCONUL Research Extra
‘Access’ funding
Collaborative storage projects
Digital legal deposit



“..by the year 2020, 40% of UK research 
monographs will be available in electronic 
form only…”

Lynne Brindley, British Library





University of Sheffield
Informatics Collaboratory of the Social Sciences



Organisation and staffing



Extended roles for staff

“Since Learning Resource Centres are open 
for extended periods, library staff are often 
the first port of call for students who require 
help.  This demand for help often goes 
beyond traditional library enquiries and it may 
be appropriate for staff to extend their 
learning support skills.”

Kingston University. The future of Library Services, 
1994.



course advice
generic skills tuition
counselling, motivation 
and confidence
help with information 
problems
help with computing 
problems
academic support
subject tutoring

Learner support



Integration

‘The key requirements will 
be for… provision that 
facilitates the provision of 
seamless services to 
students and which is 
hospitable to collaborative 
working arrangements by 
staff who have a variety of 
specialist skills.’



Extended integration

Library and information services
Computing (MIS, telephony)
Media production
Educational development
Student services (counselling, sport, 
accommodation, health, welfare)



Saltire Centre, 
Glasgow Caledonian University



The Learning Grid at Warwick University



The Learning Café at 
Glasgow Caledonian University



Research agenda

What are student expectations of their 
experience at university?
How do students interact with electronic 
learning environments?
What are the changing needs of researchers 
working in libraries?
What impact will these changes have on the 
delivery of information services?
What are the implications for building design?



g.bulpitt@kingston.ac.uk


